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The Creative Lab artist group at Whirligig Woods, Wild Rumpus September 2020 
Introduction 

The Without Walls Creative Lab programme is a series of creative laboratories designed to allow for in depth 

examination of identified sector topics, with outcomes and learning from each laboratory documented and shared 

with all Without Walls partners and the wider sector.  

For the second in the programme, Without Walls worked with network member Wild Rumpus to deliver an event 

focusing on the special challenges and opportunities around reducing carbon impacts in outdoor contexts, supporting 

outdoor practitioners to explore creative approaches to embedding Environmental Sustainability into their practice. 

The Creative Lab took place between 21-25 September 2020.  

Aims 

Without Walls is committed to exploring ways in which the outdoor arts sector can address the climate crisis and create 

and tour innovative work with minimal carbon emissions.  This includes supporting artists to explore ways in which 

they can reduce the carbon impact of their own creative practice and exploring opportunities to facilitate good practice 

with festivals. The key aims set out in the brief for this Creative Lab were to: 



- Bring together several UK Outdoor Arts practitioners to explore a variety of techniques through discussion, 
debate and practical workshops 

- Identify experts from the UK or internationally who can share experiences with participating artists 
- Spark discussion and inspire creative thinking about how to create carbon neutral work 

 
Format 

The format of the Creative Lab event was a 1-day virtual symposium, open to all, followed by a 3-day artist residential 

taking place on site at Wild Rumpus’ woodland space The Forge, Cheshire, giving participants access to the unique 

range of facilities including creation, fabrication and living facilities. 12 artists were selected to participate in this 

experience, and each artist was also invited to bring collaborators.  

 
Online Symposium (21 September 2020) 

This one-day online event was hosted on Hopin and brought together a range of UK and international speakers from 

both in and out of the sector to share radical and reflective advice, case studies and approaches to embedding 

sustainability across three panel discussions. The content was aimed at artists, makers, producers, and festivals 

working in and interested in outdoor arts practice in its widest forms, that wish to explore a multi-faceted view of 

sustainability in relation to producing or touring work. 

A copy of the full programme, speaker line-up and delegate information can be viewed HERE  

All 6 of the symposium sessions were recorded and can be played back on YouTube HERE 

 
Artist Residential (22 – 25 September 2020) 

Picking up on themes from the symposium and looking in more detail at how artists can reduce their carbon impacts 

and encourage behavioural change through their creative outputs, this intensive residential event was held over three 

days immediately following the symposium. The residential comprised of artist surgeries and facilitated discussion 

alongside practical making time using the appropriate workshop/creation facilities for artists to be able to test and 

develop specific concepts and projects.  

The residential hosted 12 artist companies on a fully residential and catered basis. Artists were selected through an 

open call process with a broad remit to attract a diverse range of experience and practice. 

Watch a 5-minute showreel video of the residential experience HERE  

 

Participant List: 

Gareth Price-Baghurst, Artist Testing using recycled and upcycled materials to scale up structures for  

large-scale touring 

Jason Singh & Quays Culture Exploring a new illuminated outdoor processional work with ecological themes 

Autin Dance Theatre Dance and puppetry exploring climate themes through storytelling 

Diana Ford, Artist and maker Puppetry and set building, exploring community co-creation  

Safety Catch Theatre Scaling up touring productions whilst maintaining sustainability commitments  

https://hopin.to/
https://www.withoutwalls.uk.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/FINAL-Virtual-Symposium-Programme_-Creating-Environmentally-Sustainable-Outdoor-Work.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0-tTTRk2RrQy8lhr_Ki5wjdYnc0Wf1D8
https://youtu.be/uGLF-PGQjhQ


Residential programme 

The residental programme offered 
participants a 3-day itinerary of supported 
peer-to-peer discussion and facilitated 
activities, as well as space to do self-directed 
research and development using the facilities 
and materials made available to them on site. 
Selected makers/ technicians were on 
standby alongside Wild Rumpus team 
members to give practical advice on 
developing projects.  
 
During the first day, sustainability consultant 
and founder director of Shambala festival 
Chris Johnson invited artists to share 
introductions to their work and motivations 
for attending the lab, before facilitating a 

session for participants to explore their 
sustainable philosophies. Chris shared useful concepts which could be applied to current and future projects, as well 
as encouraging open discussion on the barriers and challenges to meeting sustainable aims. Chris also shared some 
practical tools and resources to manage and measure the impacts of production and events across the key areas of 
materials, energy, travel, and digital outputs.  
 
This was followed by a presentation from Lauren Barton from outdoor arts specialist Walk the Plank who gave an 
overview of the evolution of Walk the Plank’s approach to sustainability, with reference to both day-to-day company 
operations and project delivery. Using the long-running and hugely successful Manchester Day Parade project as a case 
study, Lauren offered insight on working with local authorities and their events teams to achieve sustainable goals.  
 

A Bird in the Hand Theatre Monitoring carbon impacts and storytelling through puppetry  

Anna Horton, Artist Interactive artworks to encourage people to playfully engage with their 

environment 

Emma Faye, Body Artist Visual artist & body painter exploring digital interventions in the outdoors 

through augmented reality  

Elena Blanco, Artist Multi-disciplinary design exploring ecological lighting 

Red Herring Productions  Modelling new ways to achieve cultural exchange whilst reducing carbon 

impacts and focusing on hyper-local connections  

Eric MacLennan, Artist Visual artist exploring a new collective project 

David Bennie, Midehya Street dancer, breakdancing, acrobatics  

‘Thank you for the enriching time in the woods. Jude and I felt re-energised after our time there – and 

definitely more committed to the cause. It was really well put together and it was great to meet all 

the other artists there – and in such a beautiful environment’ – Gemma Saunders, Quays Culture 

 Chris Johnson on Day 1 of the Creative Lab residential, Wild Rumpus 2020 

https://www.chrisjohnson.earth/about-chris/
https://walktheplank.co.uk/
https://manchesterday.co.uk/parade/


On the second day, the group were joined 

by artist and scenographer Andrea Carr an 

experienced artist and performance maker 

working in the field of eco-design.  

Andrea showcased examples from her 

extensive portfolio demonstrating an 

ecologically minded approach to design 

and production. Andrea also shared an 

update on her ecostage initiative which 

aims to build an online resource bank and 

community, encouraging performance 

makers to join in making a pledge, and offer 

a forum for best practice.  

 

What is Eco-design / production? 

- It draws on concepts of 'ecology', which are inter-dependent and thriving systems.  
- It is a form of engagement rather a style or aesthetic outcome and is accessible across all platforms. 
- It acknowledges the wider effects of production and the understanding that no decision stands on its own.  
- The aesthetic outcome and bums on seats, while important, is not the only measure of quality and success.  

 

 

‘It is easy to feel we are not doing enough to address the effects of Climate change and to feel 

overwhelmed or lost as to where to begin. Whether we are coming to sustainable creative practice for 

the first time or been doing it a long time, anchoring and developing practice is key.’ – Andrea Carr 

 
 
Finally, the group were supported by artist 
and facilitator Alice Boyd, a founding 
member of Staging Change; an artist-led 
organisation supporting theatre-makers 
responding to the climate crisis.  
 
Alice led the group through a very practical 
workshop which invited participants to 
identify actions they could apply to existing or 
new projects through the four stages of 
design, rehearsals, travel & touring and 
marketing. 
 

 

 

Creative Lab, Wild Rumpus 2020 

‘The practical and educational opportunities and the freedom to mix and match was so good; it really 

kick-started our project into action with considered practices. That was the best bit; having great 

resources and experience floating all around.’ – Gareth Price-Baghurst 

http://www.andreacarr.co.uk/
https://www.ecostagepledge.com/
https://www.stagingchange.com/


Virtual Symposium engagement 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In numbers: 

- 188 delegates representing 17 countries registered online in advance of the event 
- The main panel sessions featuring presentations from a range of speakers (3 x 45 minutes) had a total of 161 unique 

visitors who spent an average of 178 minutes on the Hopin platform across the day 
- Each panel session was accompanied by a follow-on discussion. The 3 follow-on discussions received 102, 90 and 

72 visitors, respectively 
- The Average user rating collected by Hopin was 7.93 
- Only 6 attendees of the online symposium completed the Wild Rumpus post-event survey, these mostly rated the 

overall content as ‘Excellent’ 

 

Some other comments from participants on the day: 

‘Such an excellent collection of speakers, so much there to unpack and consider’ 

‘Excellent - really useful practical examples as well as influencing hearts and minds’ 

‘Going forwards, we will be looking at including sustainability within grant agreements and event planning advice’ 

‘Thank you to Wild Rumpus and Without Walls for a brilliant morning… I feel informed, encouraged and invigorated’  

 

‘The most useful part of this online symposium was to be part of such a forward looking and positive 

discussion, and hearing some of the honest contributions from artists’ 

Screenshot of the Sustainability Symposium, 2020 



Key takeaways from the Creative Lab conversations: 

- Climate issues can feel overwhelming and can cause a sense of paralysis in the decision-making process - take the 
steps that you can control and that is enough. Don’t try to take the burden of the whole world on your shoulders! 

- It’s good to be aware of the nuances of the choices available to you but assess what is realistic, affordable and 
achievable within the context and scale of your work.  

- When trying to engage with your creative teams and other invested parties to achieve sustainability goals, focus 
your attention on how you can give confidence and energy to people to feel like they can make good decisions 
rather than perfect ones. 

- Art is essential. There is a place in the world for scale and spectacle, and huge value to be gained from international 
cultural and artistic exchange. Be unapologetic about choosing to create and tour work with a clear sense of 
purpose and intent and communicate widely and transparently about the choices you make. 

- Touring offers a valuable opportunity to explore new collaborative approaches to environmental sustainability 
and engage with a wide range of venues and other artists – consider what this could mean for your work and how 
to maximise the opportunity.  

- Develop your own value statement as an artist: as a tool to share with others and help keep your own practice on 
track.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Creative Lab, Wild Rumpus 2020 


